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Conflict Update # 244 

October 27th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 69,220 (320) soldiers killed, 2,631 (3) enemy tanks, 5,364 (+13) armored  combat vehicles, 1,690 (+4) 

artillery systems, 379 (+0) MLRS systems, 192 (+0) air defense systems, 271 (+0) warplanes, 249 (+1) helicopters, 1,398 

(+19) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 351 (+1) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,078 (+2) trucks and 

tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 150 (+1) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Putin continues to reject Ukrainian sovereignty in a way that is fundamentally incompatible with serious 

negotiations. 

A senior Russian official threatened that Russia could target Western commercial satellites supporting Ukraine. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces conducted counteroffensive operations in northeastern Kharkiv 

Oblast and along the Kreminna-Lysychansk line. 

Russian forces are continuing to make defensive preparations along the east bank of the Dnipro River in 

Kherson Oblast. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces conducted limited ground assaults in Kherson Oblast. 

Russian forces continued to conduct ground attacks in Donetsk Oblast. 

The Russian military sent mobilization notices to foreign citizens working in Russia. 

Yevgeny Prigozhin‘s Wagner Group may be further developing its air warfare capabilities and fielding more 

complex equipment on par with the conventional Russian military. 

Russian and occupation administration officials began seizing residents’ cell phones in Russian-occupied 

territories to support law enforcement and operational security measures. 

Zelensky says Ukraine ‘preparing good news’ in fight against Russia - Ukrainian President Zelenskyy 

yesterday said there would soon be “good news” for Ukraine as heavy fighting with Russia continues in the southern 

and eastern regions of the country. 

He said in an address that Ukrainian forces were holding the line and pushing back against Russian troops in key battles. 

“Generally, we are strengthening our positions all over the frontline, reducing the invaders’ capabilities, destroying 

their logistics, and preparing good news for Ukraine,” Zelenskyy said. 

Much of the heaviest fighting is taking place around the towns of Avdiivka and Bakhmut in the eastern Donetsk region. 

Ukraine has repelled ongoing attacks from Russian troops in those towns and others in the Donbas, according to an 

update from the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 
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Eastern Ukraine: (Eastern Kharkiv 

Oblast-Western Luhansk Oblast) - Russian 

sources continued to claim that Ukrainian 

forces conducted counteroffensive operations 

in northeastern Kharkiv Oblast on October 27. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) and 

other Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian 

forces unsuccessfully attacked Russian 

positions in the direction of Mykolaivka and 

Orlianka, both just east of Kupyansk and about 

30km northwest of Svatove. 

Russian milbloggers circulated footage of 

Russian forces firing a TOS-1 thermobaric 

multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) at 

Ukrainian positions reportedly in the direction 

of the Svatove-Kreminna highway. The TOS-1 

is notably a military-district-level asset, which 

may indicate either that Russian forces are 

allocating higher-level artillery systems to this 

area due to an intent to prioritize operations 

in this area, or that Russian forces lack 

sufficient artillery systems or ammunition 

more appropriate for standard fire missions on 

the Svatove-Kreminna axis. 

Russian sources also claimed that Ukrainian 

forces continued counteroffensive operations 

along the Kreminna-Lysychansk line on 

October 27.  

The Russian MoD and other Russian sources 

claimed that Ukrainian forces launched an 

attack on Chervonopopivka, 6km northwest of 

Kreminna. Russian milbloggers reported that 

elements of the 144th and 3rd Russian motor 

rifle divisions of the 20th Combined Arms 

Army repelled Ukrainian attacks toward Kreminna and claimed that the BARS-13 (Russian Combat Reserve of the 

Country) detachment in this area is concerned about future Ukrainian assaults on Kreminna from multiple directions. 

Russian and Ukrainian sources reported fighting around Bilohorivka, indicating that Ukrainian offensive operations 

continue south of Kreminna as well. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Ukrainian military sources continued to state that Russian forces are 

conducting defensive operations along the eastern bank of the Dnipro River in anticipation of future Ukrainian 

advances. The Ukrainian General Staff reported on October 27 that Russian troops are fortifying equipment in positions 

on the east bank of the Dnipro and conducting active aerial reconnaissance. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

noted that Ukrainian forces are continuing to hold their positions and actively threatening Russian troops with artillery 

fire, forcing Russian forces to conduct active defensive measures. 
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Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian 

troops conducted limited ground attacks 

in Kherson Oblast on October 27. The 

Russian MoD claimed that Russian troops 

repelled Ukrainian attacks northwest of 

Kherson City and in western Kherson 

Oblast.  

A Russian milblogger claimed that 

Ukrainian troops are pulling reserves to 

the Davydiv Brid area in western Kherson 

Oblast and along the current frontline 

north of the Beryslav-Nova Kakhovka area. 

Ukrainian and Russian sources continued 

to indicate on October 27 that Ukrainian 

forces are conducting an interdiction 

campaign to target Russian concentration 

areas and military assets in Kherson 

Oblast.  

The Ukrainian General Staff reported that 

Ukrainian strikes destroyed a Russian 

concentration area and ammunition depot 

around Beryslav. Ukraine’s Southern 

Operational Command also stated that 

Ukrainian airstrikes hit Russian air defense 

forces and equipment in the  Beryslav 

Raion on October 26.  

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian 

troops launched four HIMARS missiles at 

Kherson City, all of which Russian air 

defense intercepted, but ISW has not observed independent confirmation of the strike or of air defense activating over 

Kherson City on October 27. There is no open-source evidence that Russian forces have ever intercepted a HIMARS 

munition. 

At one section north of the Russian-occupied pocket on the west bank of the Dnieper, Ukrainian soldiers said Russian 

shelling was stepping up again after having tailed off in recent weeks, according to Reuters news agency. 

Intermittent artillery fire echoed from both sides, with towers of smoke rising in the distance. A Ukrainian helicopter 

gunship swept low over fields, released rockets at the Russian positions and wheeled around spitting flares to distract 

any heat-seeking anti-aircraft rockets fired at it. 

Radio intercepts, meanwhile, indicated newly mobilized recruits had been sent to the front and Russian forces were 

firmly dug in. 
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“The fortified positions that the enemy has established are concrete and they have a minimum of three lines of 

defence,” a Ukrainian army commander, who identified himself as Mykola, told Al Jazeera last week near 

Shevchenkove. 

“The Russian army should not be underestimated,” he said. 

Oleksii Reznikov, Ukraine’s defence minister, said on Wednesday wet weather and rough terrain were making the 

counteroffensive in Kherson harder than it was in the northeast, where it pushed Russia back in September. 

Ukrainian troops holding out against crazy Russian tactics - Ukrainian troops are holding out against repeated 

attacks near two key towns in the eastern Donbas region, President Zelenskyy said yesterday, describing the Russian 

tactics as crazy. Speaking in an evening video address, also said there would be good news from the front but gave no 

details. 

Russia Now Has a Second Frontline Set Up Just to Kill Its Deserters - Russian’s Vladimir Putin sparked the 

wrath of his own people by drafting hundreds of thousands to join the war against Ukraine, and now it seems some of 

those men were sent not to fight the so-called “enemy” but to “snuff out” any of the Russian troops who dare to 

retreat. 

Ukrainian intelligence on Thursday released an audio recording that appears to capture in disturbing detail the mayhem 

and internal rifts between Russian troops on the battlefield. In the five-minute clip, described as an intercepted phone 

conversation between a Russian soldier and his wife, the man says he and the other men in his unit are a comfortable 

distance from the actual fighting. 
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“They moved us back to the second line, there’s shooting somewhere ahead of us, but we’re back here for now in the 

trenches,” he says, before boasting that he’d been lucky and found a “Rosneft jacket covered in blood, but warm.” 

“They brought the inmates here… from prison. But they led them somewhere way up front. And we’re sitting here as a 

retreat-blocking detachment, fuck. If someone runs back, we snuff them out.” 

“What a nightmare,” his wife says. 

“That’s how we have it set up. We sit on the second line, guarding the first. Behind us, there’s another line. If you go 

that way, you also won’t make it. So it’s impossible to run away. They shoot their own.” 

“If someone goes [that way], you need to wipe him out,” he said. 

'Absolute hell': Putin's front line soldiers reeling in new video - In a video shared by a Ukrainian journalist, 

Russian soldiers appear to be complaining that they do not have the basic tools to survive on the front lines. 

Estonia’s PM: Russia nearing ‘breaking point’ in war - Russia is reaching its “breaking point,” according to 

Estonia’s prime minister, as allies of Russian President Putin wobble in their support for the war in Ukraine. 

The political, economic and military pressure is taking an increasingly large toll on Moscow, Estonian PM Kallas told 

NatSec Daily in a Zoom interview Wednesday. It’s already known that some of Putin’s friends, including Wagner Group 

founder Prigozhin, have privately vented their frustrations to the Kremlin boss. Kallas hinted, though didn’t explicitly 

say, that Tallinn has intelligence of other angry oligarchs. And there’s public evidence of mounting disappointment on 

nationalist Telegram channels and state-run television. 

The military isn’t happy either, Kallas said, noting that troops don’t have the requisite gear or weapons to hold territory 

against Ukraine’s counteroffensive. 

“This is why I’m saying that the breaking point might be close: the people around Putin are also feeling the 

consequences of this war, and they are not happy with the results,” the prime minister said. 

Kallas has long been one of Europe’s most hardline advocates for tightening the vise around Putin. The 45-year-old 

premier grew up in the Soviet Union, which annexed Estonia after World War II. She heard family stories about how her 

mother and grandmother were deported to Siberia in an effort to eradicate the Estonian elite. 

Russia’s war machine: little more than a brittle façade - Putin is losing the war in Ukraine, but this does not 

make him any less dangerous. A despot whose authority at home depends on projecting strength abroad cannot afford 

the humiliation of defeat. So far, the Russian president has responded to every setback with more aggression. That 

involves more indiscriminate attacks on civilians and civil infrastructure. But he also makes more demands of Russians.  

When the war began, civilian support for what censorship laws insisted on calling a “special military operation” was 

high, but mostly passive. Saturated with Kremlin propaganda, most of the country accepted the deranged official 

version of events – that Ukrainians were crying out for “liberation” by Russian soldiers. 

But there was also dissent and protest in defiance of repression. Tens of thousands of people left the country in horror 

when the war began. Their number was then swollen by Mr Putin’s decision last month to declare a “partial 

mobilisation” of fighting-age men. 

Plenty have signed up willingly, following what they believe is their patriotic duty, or for want of better employment. 

But many are not so keen on spilling their own blood for a cause that was more appealing when confined to 

fictionalized news bulletins. 
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The scale of the mobilisation has made it harder to conceal the abject condition of Russian soldiers in the field. 

Conscripts are being sent to Ukraine without training, warm clothes, functioning weapons or any sense of what they 

are supposed to be achieving. Their dismay registers with anxious families back home. 

Opinion polls that show massive support for the war are unreliable, since opponents of Putin are warier of sharing their 

views with strangers. Independent analysts say that there probably is still a majority in favour, but that it is not 

monolithic. There are hardline nationalists who see the conflict as a crusade against the west, but also a less ideological 

segment that backs the country’s armed forces as a matter of cultural habit. The former group is committed to total 

war without limits. The latter camp would gladly see the whole thing brought to a swift conclusion. That division is 

increasingly reflected in debates on state propaganda channels, where it is no longer taboo to suggest that things have 

not gone to plan. 

The president is still beyond criticism. In drafting civilians to fight, Mr Putin intended to harden opinion, appealing to 

national myths of self-sacrifice for the greater glory of Russia, converting waverers into crusaders. However, he might 

be achieving the opposite. 

He badly underestimated the capacity of Ukraine to resist invasion in February, and he has overestimated the readiness 

of Russians to martyr themselves for his vanity. Independent Russian media in exile report that senior government 

figures have lost faith in Putin but have no way of replacing him. The image of totalitarian control shown to the west is 

a facade, concealing a weak structure held together by fear, corruption and inertia. 

Putin’s authority cannot withstand unlimited military setbacks and his regime might be more brittle than it looks. His 

method of responding to failure with escalation is leading to yet more failure. His defeat in Ukraine would be the just 

outcome for the people of that country. It is also a necessary step on the long road to a better future for Russia. 

Where will it all end? The conflict in Ukraine appears further than ever from resolution. Nuclear threats, mass graves, 

the sense that both sides are “all in.” 

Nuclear  

U.S. speeds up plans to store upgraded nukes in Europe - The US accelerated fielding of a more accurate 

version of its mainstay nuclear bomb to NATO bases in Europe, according to a U.S. diplomatic cable and two people 

familiar with the issue. 

The arrival of the upgraded B61-12 air-dropped gravity bomb, originally slated for next spring, is now planned for this 

December, US officials told NATO allies during a closed-door meeting in Brussels this month, the cable reveals. 

The move, involving replacing older weapons with the newer version at various storage facilities in Europe for potential 

use by U.S. and allied bombers and fighter jets, comes amid heightened tensions over Russia’s threats to use a nuclear 

weapon in Ukraine and growing concerns that the West needs to do more to deter Moscow from crossing that line. 

The upgrades to the B61 program have been openly discussed in budget documents and public statements for years, 

and Pentagon officials have said the upgrades are necessary to ensure the stockpile is modernized and safe. Asked for 

comment, Pentagon spokesman Brig. Gen. Patrick Ryder responded via email that “while we aren’t going to discuss 

details of our nuclear arsenal, modernization of US B61 nuclear weapons has been underway for years and plans to 

safely and responsibly swap out older weapons for the upgraded B61-12 versions is part of a long-planned and 

scheduled modernization effort. It is in no way linked to current events in Ukraine and was not sped up in any way.” 
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Slovenia inadvertently dragged into Russian ‘dirty bomb’ campaign - Slovenia has become inadvertently 

involved in a Russian claim that Ukraine is building a “dirty bomb,” forcing the government to issue a statement 

stressing that nuclear waste is being stored safely. 

In a Twitter post on 25 October, the Russian Foreign Ministry claimed it had information that two organisations in 

Ukraine were “directly ordered” to create a so-called dirty bomb. 

Slovenian sleuths quickly determined that one of the photos offered as evidence was a photo of radioactive waste 

stored in Slovenia that had been published by the Slovenian Agency for Radioactive Waste, as evident from the 

Slovenian word for “radioactive” seen on bags containing radioactive material. 

Putin ally shuts down Russia’s claim Ukraine plans to unleash dirty bomb - Russia wants India and China to 

buy into its unfounded claims that Ukraine plans to use a dirty bomb. But Putin is falling flat on shoring up support. 

Russia is taking its claim that Kyiv is preparing to use a dirty bomb as an act of provocation to some of Moscow’s closest 

partners in India and China, in an apparent attempt to shore up support. But the presentation has fallen flat. 

Russia’s defense minister, Shoigu, made the case to India’s defense minister, Rajnath Singh, in recent hours during a 

call, according to India’s defense ministry. Shoigu expressed concerns that Ukraine may be preparing to use a dirty 

bomb, a combination of conventional explosives and radioactive material, claiming that it’s intended to provoke Russia. 

But Singh wasn’t having any of it. Singh told Shoigu “the nuclear option should not be resorted to” in the war, according 

to a readout from India’s defense ministry. “The prospect of the usage of nuclear or radiological weapons goes against 

the basic tenets of humanity.” 

Singh “reiterated India’s position on the need to pursue the path of dialogue and diplomacy for an early resolution of 

the conflict.” 

India’s warning about dirty bomb claims echoed western allies’ rejection of Russia’s allegations, which Shoigu began 

shopping around to leaders over the weekend without providing any evidence. The US, UK, and France issued a rare 

joint statement following Shoigu’s campaign, labeling his claims as “transparently false allegations.” 

The dirty bomb claim has caused alarm throughout the globe, raising concerns that Putin might be interested in using 

the allegation as a way to claim justification for further escalation in the war in Ukraine. 

India’s apparent attempt to convince Russia that cooler heads should prevail is the latest sign that some of Putin’s 

support is drying up. The pushback from India, which has typically been one of Russia’s closer partners on the world 

stage and is a top recipient of Russian arms, may be a signal that India isn’t pleased with the way Russia is carrying out 

the war in Ukraine and may be trying to distance itself from the conquest. 

Shoigu also attempted to yesterday make his case to China, speaking over video teleconference with China’s Minister 

of National Defense, Wei Fenghe, according to TASS. China has not responded to the call yet, according to Reuters, but 

Chinese President Xi has previously been perturbed by Russia’s approach to the war in Ukraine, according to a CIA 

analysis, and has recently informed Putin of “concerns” about the war. 

Putin has only seemed to double down on his claims, however. 

“We know about the plans to use the so-called dirty bomb for provocations,” Putin said Wednesday.  

Ukraine’s government has accused Russia of preparing dirty bombs itself and has requested that authorities from the 

International Atomic Energy Agency investigate nuclear facilities to check that radioactive material hasn’t been 

dedicated for a dirty bomb. The IAEA has agreed to conduct such “verification activities.” 
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Ukrainian officials and NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg have noted that if Russia is accusing someone else of 

something, they very well may be preparing to do it themselves. 

“NATO allies reject this transparently false allegation,” Stoltenberg said Monday. “Russia often accuses others of what 

they intend to do themselves. We have seen this pattern before from Syria to Ukraine.” 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky suggested Russia is already likely working behind the scenes on a dirty bomb. 

Geopolitics 

China willing to work with U.S. to find ways for mutual benefit, President Xi says – President Xi Jinping said 

China is willing to work with the United States to find ways to get along to the benefit of both, Chinese state television 

reported on Thursday, ahead of a possible meeting with U.S. President Joe Biden in Indonesia. 

As major powers, China and the United States should strengthen communication and cooperation to help provide 

stability to the world, Xi said in a message to an event of the National Committee on U.S.-China Relations on 

Wednesday. 

Comment – We reported on a softening of China’s US approach some weeks ago when President Xi was appointing 

replacement senior officials in his government with more west-leaning folk. 

Taking into account China’s growing demographic concern where it is estimated that by 2050 its population will drop to 

650 million, and by the effect that it peaked around 15 years ago, it is not surprising that there is a pivot underway in 

recognition of these and other factors. 

China also realizes that it pays to have US-controlled patrolling of global oceans continue, as this world-wide security 

reinforces the Chinese international market and its access to states around the globe. The US provides a global security 

umbrella via its dominant military position in favor of a settled trading environ. 

Europe and America are moving closer on China - Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24 has refocused trans-

Atlantic attention on Europe while the longer-term challenges posed by China have, to some extent, taken a back seat. 

Yet, Chinese President Xi Jinping’s “pro-Russia” neutrality in the Ukraine conflict and joint efforts by Xi and Putin to 

weaken the liberal rules-based order have not gone unnoticed in European capitals. In addition, persistent concerns 

about Chinese human rights abuses, influence operations in Europe, unfair trade practices, economic coercion, and 

military pressure on Taiwan make it likely that China will remain high on the Europe’s policy agenda. 

Xi has officially secured another five years at least as the head of the Chinese Communist Party and emerged from the 

20th Party Congress in an unprecedentedly strong position to advance his agenda, which includes reshaping 

international politics and global governance, so it is more favorable to China’s interests. Freed from his focus on 

personnel arrangements and with other matters now resolved, he will be even more confident in exerting Chinese 

influence regionally and globally, less risk averse, and likely even less willing to listen to alternative views from within 

the party system. 

In facing the challenge posed by Beijing, trans-Atlantic coordination and cooperation will be even more critical. 

Whether the United States and Europe can join up their approaches to China depends in part on the extent to which 

their publics are aligned. The German Marshall Fund conducted its annual survey of public attitudes between May 26 

and July 11 to assess opinions across the United States and Europe, polling in 14 countries: the United States, the 

United Kingdom, France, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Poland, Turkey, Canada, Spain, the Netherlands, Portugal, Lithuania, 

and Romania. 
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The results, in keeping with other global polls, show a general worsening of views on China—likely as a result of China’s 

“wolf warrior” diplomacy, the broad term for the aggressive stance increasingly taken by Chinese diplomatic staff on 

the world stage; Beijing’s tacit support for Russia’s invasion; the Chinese sanctions imposed in March 2021 on EU and 

British parliamentarians, think tanks, academics, and EU committees; and declining business confidence in China due to 

prolonged closures as part of its zero-COVID strategy. At the same time, polls show significant variation across Europe 

on coordinating China policy with the United States—with some countries being reluctant to align too closely with 

Washington. However, in a new and significant development, there is an emerging consensus on both sides of the 

Atlantic Ocean to support Taiwan—both diplomatically and through sanctions on China—in the event of a Chinese 

invasion. 

Joe Biden’s new national security policy suggests a willingness to engage with China - The US recently 

issued a comprehensive explanation of its national security policy. Despite the clang and clamor over the White House 

targeting Beijing, nowhere in the publicly available 48-page document is China characterized as an enemy. 

This policy signals a willingness on the part of the Biden administration to not demonize China, and keeps the door 

open for cooperation, albeit with crash barriers, and scrutiny, and often competing and seemingly contradictory 

policies. 

There is no doubt that China’s ambitions are high on the US agenda – they take up an entire section of the report – but 

the strategy states very specifically that the goal is “maintaining an enduring competitive edge over the PRC.” 

Those words are critical to understanding a US policy that does not frame a rising China in terms of containment, as 

Washington does with Russia – a brutal campaign of territorial expansion crosses a clear red line. The US sees China as 

a competitor. Even more importantly, the report states unequivocally that, “It is possible for the US and the PRC to 

coexist peacefully and share in and contribute to human progress together.” 

Unlike much of the diplomatic grandstanding, these words matter. A document of this significance goes through an 

intense amount of inter-agency editing and review. Bureaucrats battle to get even a single word changed while political 

appointees balance the often competing perspectives of headstrong agencies and departments. 

The White House has gone to significant lengths not to alienate China, while making it clear it won’t back down on 

critical issues. Since the Biden administration does not hold the same friend-vs-foe frame of reference that Beijing often 

uses – a black-and-white strategy that unnecessarily closes the door to areas of mutual interest when even one 

contentious issue arises – this policy keeps the door open for progress. Areas of potential conflict, aggressive 

competition and cooperation coexist. 

China has yet to take on this similarly complex view of the bilateral relationship. Even though Sun Yeli, spokesman for 

the 20th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, said recently that US-China ties were the most important 

bilateral relationship for the next 50 years, there is little sign of policy flexibility. Were this to signal a new-found 

willingness for Beijing to start working with the US in some areas to help coexistence, then the worst of great power 

rivalry may be avoided. 

There is historical precedent showing that leaders of diametrically opposed political systems can still find positive ways 

to engage. The US remains a major importer of Chinese goods. The US and Soviet Union coexisted for decades even 

though their political systems were diametrically opposed. And US relations with communist Vietnam have never been 

stronger. 
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Russian mobilization 

‘Pool of conscripts’ for Putin to draft ‘getting smaller’- It is estimated that some 700,000 Russians have fled the 

country since President Vladimir Putin announced mobilisation orders a couple of months ago, ANU Associate Professor 

Matthew Sussex says. 

“So the pool of conscripts for Putin to be able to draft into his army is getting smaller,” Prof Sussex told Sky News 

Australia. “And the quality of those forces as he sends them off to the battlefield is going to be less and less.” 

'We are cannon fodder': Russian conscripts voice their fury - A local official told Russian conscripts "You are 

not cannon fodder" in a video published online recently. The men responded by angrily shouting that, actually, that's 

exactly what they are. The incident, in the Ardatovsky district some 360 kilometers east of Moscow, followed a stream 

of videos in which Russian conscripts complain of old equipment and poor training. 

Containment 

The Pentagon has sped up its upgraded nuclear weapons storage plans for Europe, Politico reported 

Wednesday, citing a diplomatic cable and a closed-door meeting in Brussels earlier this month. 

Involved: "[T]he upgraded B61-12 air-dropped gravity bomb," which was "originally slated for next spring." That's now 

been moved up to December.  

Caveat: "This exchange could happen over many months," Hans Kristensen of the Federation of American Scientists 

warned on Twitter, noting that training and certification processes would also have to be accelerated under this revised 

plan.  

Sanctions 

Will New Pipelines Get Russian Oil To Serbia? - In less than two months, the EU is expected to cut about 90 

percent of oil imports from Russia. The decision was announced back in May as a part of a sanctions package that was 

adopted in response to Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. While Serbia has not joined these sanctions, this measure will 

likely have an impact on its oil supplies as well. Here’s a look at how they will be affected. 

According to 2021 data, Serbia produces about 20 percent of the oil it needs and imports the rest (about 80 percent) -- 

mostly from Iraq. Russia is the second biggest supplier, delivering almost one-quarter of the oil imported to Serbia. 

Currently, Russian oil gets to Serbia via Croatia. It goes from the Omisalj Terminal to an oil refinery in Pancevo via the 

JANAF pipeline. However, the deliveries will likely stop as all seaborne oil imports to the EU (including Croatia) will be 

banned as of December 5. 

Russia’s oil power ‘will never return,’ the IEA says. ‘The rupture has come with a speed that few imagined 

possible.’ 

Even as Russian missiles pound Ukraine, shattering about a third of Ukraine’s electricity grid and leaving its cities and 

towns in ruins, Putin has already lost the war in one crucial respect: Russia’s huge clout in global energy supplies—

which it built up over decades—is shrinking drastically, probably forever. 

That’s the assessment of the International Energy Agency (IEA), the Paris-based organization comprising the world’s 

biggest producing and consuming nations, in its yearly World Energy Outlook, out on Thursday. 
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“The rupture has come with a speed that few imagined possible,” the IEA says in its 524-page report, which lays out 

three different scenarios for the decades ahead, depending on whether major countries stick to their green-energy 

commitments. “Russian fossil fuel exports [will] never return in any of the scenarios…to the levels seen in 2021,” it says. 

Instead, Russian oil and gas revenues will drop by more than half, from $75 billion last year to less than $30 billion in 

2030. And as Europe rapidly switches to supplies from the U.S. and the Middle East, Russia’s global dominance will 

steadily shrink further. That’s a dizzying change for Putin, whose country until last year supplied a whopping 20% of the 

world’s fossil fuels. 

The crisis has brought deep concern among millions, whose energy bills have rocketed over the past year. Even so, oil 

supermajors have earned a $2 trillion windfall, according to the IEA report. The five Big Oil companies—Exxon Mobil, 

TotalEnergies, BP, Shell, and Chevron—will likely post a $50.7 billion third-quarter profit, slightly down from their all-

time record one quarter before, according to Bloomberg estimates this week. 

‘No going back’ 

The implications of the energy crisis are profound, says the IEA, whose flagship publication has made for dry reading for 

many years; the organization was founded in 1974, amid the last global oil crisis, to represent major consumers and 

producers. 

This crisis, it says, is a dramatic turning point for the world, sparked by the Ukraine war, which erupted just as the 

global economy was digging out from the COVID-19 pandemic. The double whammy has produced “a crisis of 

unprecedented depth and complexity,” says the IEA, which represents major energy consumers and producers. “A 

profound reorientation of international energy trade is underway,” the report says. “Many of the contours of this new 

world are not yet fully defined, but there is no going back to the way things were.” 

Indeed, for the first time, the IEA predicts that global consumption of fossil fuels will reach a high point, or level off, not 

because of abstract future policies, but because of changes already underway. As EV sales ramp up, global oil demand 

will peak in the mid-2020s—a decade sooner than the organization previously predicted. 

Comment – Russian oil exports leave via 4 channels. EU ceasing purchases of oil does not mean Russia can merely 

divert oil flows. They do not have pipeline capacity to move current flows from west to east. 

Switching to ocean bulk carriers is not a complete solution with Russia not enjoying any deep channel ports, meaning 

that all their ocean oil flows need to be shipped via smaller tankers – if they can gain sufficient access to these – and 

then will require ship-to-ship transfers at sea. Not a viable solution at all. See following article. 

Routing oil to China and other eastern countries will require construction of new or supplementary pipeline capacity – 

this will take years and billions in investment, discounting sabotage or other disruption. 

This introduces another but fatal factor. Russia not using a pipeline means that it freezes in ultra-cold weather and with 

permafrost, will start to crack. Repairs will take around 10  to 15 years – aside from damage to the source heads. 

Now it will take even longer as all western oil technicians and service people have exited Russia. They do not have 

sufficient maintenance presence in order to effectively repair such damages. 

And as mentioned in previous Updates, international ocean shipping insurance is no longer available to Russia effective 

January next year. It is scrambling to create its own in-house insurance cover, but this is unfeasible as insurance 

companies cover the risk by spreading it around – similar to a bookmaker on horse racing. 

There is insufficient spread ability for Russia to absorb any loss. So, should a vessel sink or suffer severe damage, it can 

have catastrophic effect of the Russian state and oil sector. 
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On top of this is the vessel captaining factor. International shipping captains will not take their vessels or themselves 

and their crews into “war” or “hot” zones.  

This is a huge problem for Russia going forward. 

Russia likely doesn't have enough ships to maneuver its oil around a G7 price cap, S&P Global says - 

Russia won't have enough ships to move its oil around a price cap, S&P Global said. That's largely due to increased 

competition for ice-class ships, which are necessary for long voyages. 

Russia will probably fall short by 110 tankers, even if the nation conducts more ship-to-ship transfers. 

That spells trouble for the nation's crude exports, with the EU ban on Russian oil set to fully kick in by December – just 

as G7 nations are working toward a cap on crude prices.  

Russia has said it would retaliate against such a measure by refusing to sell oil to any country that imposes a price cap 

and has scrambled to find ways to reroute its oil, such as building a fleet of special tankers to skirt supplies around 

sanctions.  

But it needs enough to redirect a whopping 3.5m barrels of oil a day, and will likely fall short by around 110 tankers, 

S&P Global said, citing estimates from the brokerage firm Braemar. That calculation is assuming Russia will conduct 

more ship-to-ship transfers, which disguises the origin of Russian oil by handing off supplies to non-Russian ships. 

Putin 

Fallout from Putin’s war in Ukraine ‘could get a lot worse’- fallout from the war in Ukraine “could get a lot 

worse yet.” “It’s eight months now since Russia invaded Ukraine, expecting to knock it over in a few days,” Mr Bolt of 

Sky News Australia said. 

“Now Russian forces, they’ve been destroyed, they’ve been pushed back, and Russian President Vladimir Putin, in a 

panic, had to rush in fresh recruits dragged off the street … and sent to the front with almost no weapons, no food, and 

no training. 

“So, Putin’s now looking for an excuse to go mega – maybe even nuclear. 

“And he’s doing that by sending out his foreign affairs minister to claim that Ukraine – it’s actually Ukraine planning to 

use a dirty bomb that releases radioactive material.” 

Impacts 

American Troops Prepared to Engage in War With Russia – A US aircraft carrier is prepared to lead an 

international charge should Russia escalate attacks against Ukraine and its allies. 

The USS George H.W. Bush (CVN 77), christened in 2006 and delivered to the Navy in 2009, is in the Adriatic Sea leading 

Neptune Strike 2022—a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) deployment that tests deterrence and defense in 

the Euro-Atlantic area. 

Allied and partner nations taking part include Albania; Canada; Croatia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary; 

Italy; Lithuania; North Macedonia; Poland; Romania; Slovakia; Slovenia; Sweden; Turkey; the United Kingdom; and the 

United States. 
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Comment – Ukraine is not the end-game for Putin and the Kremlin. It is reinforcing the “blocks” that were in place 

during the Soviet-era. For centuries Russia – or the Soviet Union – have been invaded, have fought for nationalist titles 

and for survival against all-comers. 

It is in their blood to defend to the last man – regardless of casualties and cost. 

The Soviet Union invaded Poland in 1939, other “Warsaw Pact” countries after WWII and secured its borders after WWI 

and the 1917 Revolution – all in the sense pf paranoia that permeates the country regarding an existential threat to 

their well-being. This is how they place blocks around them to deter invading forces. 

Putin and the Kremlin seek reinstalling those blocks again – meaning that Rumania, Moldova, the Baltic countries, 

Poland and other states bordering on Russia will be targeted in this pursuit of national Russian security. 

They already have Belarus, Crimea and bordering countries such as Chechnya and other Caucasus zones under their 

control. 

This is why they constantly meddle in the internal affairs of all countries in their hemisphere, unsettling, destabilizing, 

usurping and outright invading them in pursuit of a safer eastern zone for their survival. 

The challenge with this is that NATO, EU, UK and the US view this as unacceptable as it places a nuclear-powered state 

on its very borders. 

And should Russia succeed, it eats into the very soul of an existing global order that Russia and China are furtively trying 

to usurp with a bi-polar system. 

Recognizing the threat, the US, NATO, UK and other EU countries will provide every element of assistance and support 

that Ukraine needs in order to survive. 

Fighting this “proxy” war is in their opinion really the first stage in defeating Russia and permanently eliminating the 

threat. 

Of course there still remains the Chinese element who, reliant on a rapid Putin victory in February this year, sorely 

disappointed in the outcome and subsequent passage of war in Ukraine. This has put a stake into the spokes of their bi-

polar initiative.  


